Treating Consequences of High Arousal in Disaster Victims and Workers
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Consultant Psychologist, Victorian State Recovery Unit Recent research has highlighted the importance of high neuropsychological arousal engendered by the extreme threat of traumatic events. This inevitably narrows the span of attention, focuses the perspective, and censors unimportant stimuli to result in incomplete, fragmented, and usually distorted memories. While adaptive for the emergency, this does not provide the understanding needed for recovery, and often sets up the causes of stress based on the distortions and misunderstandings. The more clearly typical distortions of high arousal are understood, the more rapidly they can be remedied. This presentation provides an outline of the psychological consequences of states of high arousal, and uses video material of a simulated traumatic event and the subsequent debriefing to demonstrate these distortions and the technique of identifying and rectifying them as a basis for recovery. This forms the framework for describing simple techniques for the resolution of early post-traumatic experiences. An objective of the health environment is to inform on the psychological consequences that distressing events have on those damaged. Training and information on these facts can avoid or reduce the impact, diminish vulnerability and possible damages, contribute to reduce the risk for disease, and lead to a better recovery. Disaster can be an opportunity that puts to proof, ego resistance and plasticity. To deal with the crisis is to solve the chaotic instance or at least to facilitate necessary help. Development: Over the last four years, training in Psychological Aids has reached approximately 600 people. Of these trained personnel, on the apparent level, they showed a great interest to be qualified with the objective of helping others, but, in general, they had a great interest in solving personal affairs. They joined with the desire to learn strategies to handle stress with the one of the objectives -finding the place of their own containment. Regarding the knowledge on the pathophysiology of stress and its impact on heart diseases and other processes, as well as the pathophysiology sustenance at this historical time, a palliative, preventive, and informative contribution has been provided. Conclusion: A search for outstanding information before an event that is perceived as threatening, is an effective mechanism for stress confrontation. Courses on First Psychological Aids under traumatic situations in which the information on the organic impact of stress also is given, have proven to be on one hand, a search for one's own psychological containment, and a tool that allows identifying clinical signs that take the affected to early medical consultancy. And, on the other hand, they are effective tools that can be used to confront potential high stress-generating or traumatic events for the individual, institutional, and social faces. Eighty percent of the people who attended the course applied what they received, thus fulfilling its objectives. Keywords: aid; consequences; containment; disaster; emergency, preparation; psychology; stress; training; threat Prehosp Disast Med 2002; 17(s2) :s56.
